I 2	HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS.
representations of 1, 10, and 1000, as well as of 5 and 500, to prove his assertion.*
Of especial interest in elementary arithmetic is the number-system of the Hindus, because it is to these Aryans that we undoubtedly owe the valuable position-system now in use. Their oldest symbols for 1 to 9 were merely abridged number-words, and the use of letters as figures is said to have been prevalent from the second century A. D.f The zero is of later origin ; its introduction is not proven with certainty till after 400 A. D. The writing of numbers was carried on, chiefly according to the position-system, in various ways. One plan, which Aryabhatta records, represented the numbers from 1 to 25 by the twenty-five consonants of the Sanskrit alphabet, and the succeeding tens (30, 40 .... 100) by the semi-vowels and sibilants. A series of vowels and diphthongs formed multipliers consisting of powers of ten, ga meaning 3, gi 300, gu 30 000, gau 3-1016.J In this there is no application of the position-system, although it appears in two other methods of writing numbers in use among the arithmeticians of Southern India. Both of these plans are distinguished by the fact that
*Sit*ung$lMtrickte der Berliner Akademie vom 10. November 1887. Wordsworth, in his Fragments and Specimens of Early Latin, 1874, derives C for centum, M for mille, and L for quinquaginta from three letters of the Chal-cidian alphabet, corresponding to 6, j>, and *• He says: "The origin of this notation is, I believe, quite uncertain, or rather purely arbitrary, though, of course, we observe that the initials of mille and centum determined the final shape taken by the signs, which at first were very different in form."
t See Eiuyclvtaidia Britannica, under " Numerals ''
± Can tor, L, p. 566.

